PRODUCT PROFILE

CUTTING
Edge
NIREY KE-198 RECREATIONAL KNIFE SHARPENER

Whether you need it for
cooking or fishing, a sharp
blade is a necessity – as some
thrifty RVers have found!

I

t’s said there are only a few things
certain in life: death, taxes, and
gradually dulling blades! No matter
how sharp your knives start, they’re
bound to become dull eventually
over time. When you’re on the road, and
especially if dinner is often caught straight
off the wharf, it’s even more important to
have carefully sharpened knives for ease
of cutting, and to avoid the risk of injury
from a slipped blade.
The Nirey KE-198 from Total Knife
Care is a knife sharpener designed for
recreational and personal use, and it’s
compact, simple to use, and good on the
budget! In just a few easy seconds, you
can turn your dull edges into razor-sharp
slicing machines, just like the professionals. It’s electrically powered so will run
off the 12V system in your caravan or
motorhome, and it’s so small it’ll fit neatly
in a cupboard for easy storage.
Designed with safety in mind, the
motor and spring-loaded aluminium
oxide grinding wheels are securely hid-

did you know
?

den behind four front-facing slots. With
no set up necessary, the sharpener will
keep your knife steady at a constant, optimum angle and then it’s really as simple as sliding the whole blade through
the coarse and fine slots for both sides
for an evenly sharpened knife that will
keep its edge over multiple uses.
There may even be an unexpected
benefit in having an electric knife
sharpener to hand; as some
nomads have found, it could
help to create a little pocket
money for your trip. It’s easy to
approach other caravanners or

The sharpening
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hang a sign advertising knife sharpening for a few dollars – or even just in
exchange for a yarn!
You might not be able to avoid
death or taxes, but for just $169.40,
you can reliably avoid nasty dull
blades with the Nirey KE-198 Recreational Knife Sharpener. n

Get a professionally sharpened
blade in seconds

The Nirey KE-198 is compact
and no set up is required!
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For a store near you go to
www.nirey.com.au, or contact
Total Knife Care:
Ph: 1300 650 656
W: www.totalknifecare.com.au

www.caravanandmotorhome.com.au
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